Impact Focus Groups:

How to organize discussions about your solutions journalism — and why you should
Introduction

If you’re trying to better understand the impact of your solutions journalism, focus groups can offer invaluable qualitative insights.

Running focus groups before reporting can help you understand how your communities and your audience might define impact as well as aid you in determining the direction of reporting that would most resonate with them. This can provide crucial information for your impact hypothesis statement, which will shape how you track and measure impact.

Holding focus groups after stories have been produced can uncover how your communities and your audience understand your stories and what they mean to them.

While analytics can give you a sense of reach and engagement, and surveys can provide some insights into feelings of empowerment or action, a focus group can offer a deeper view into what impact means for your communities and your audience, and how they feel after reading your stories. These groups can provide perspectives and insights that complement data from analytics and surveys.

This guide will help you prepare, run and analyze the results of a focus group to plan or capture the impact of your reporting.

For the purposes of this guide, we’re not talking about market research groups that are traditionally used by companies to gather feedback on a product or consumer trend. Impact focus groups will give you feedback on specific stories, projects and editorial products, but they are also listening exercises to deepen your understanding of particular audiences and communities. This means smaller groups too.

Impact Focus Groups guide is a public resource produced by Fathm with the Solutions Journalism Network.

Consult SJN’s website if you have outcomes to share from using this guide or questions.
Why run a focus group?

To assess whether a focus group is the right tool for your newsroom or a particular reporting project, consider the following questions:

- Do you have a clear sense of your impact hypothesis and goals for your reporting project?
- Would speaking with a broad section of your community help you define these?
- Do you want to understand how your community, readers and viewers might define impact?
- Would a focus group help you set the direction of your reporting?
- Do you want to build greater connections with a particular community or group within a community?
- Do you have lots of superficial data on a topic or community but want to go deeper?
- Do you have ideas or assumptions about a reporting topic that you want to test or challenge with the help of a wider range of perspectives?
- Is your community or audience’s input crucial to how you will measure and track the impact of this reporting project?

If any of these questions are important to you, a focus group can help you get an answer.

Setting a goal

What is your goal for this research? What are you trying to get out of it and why?

Your intended impact goals should connect with your organizational objectives and may already have been determined ahead of other work you’ve done to build community connections and understand your audience, such as audience surveys. Look at these goals and the outcome of any existing audience research to determine the goal for your focus groups.

For example, your focus group goal may be to test an idea that was raised by a post-reporting survey embedded in a series of articles.
Setting a clear goal may help you decide:

- Who needs to be represented in the focus group;
- The questions or discussion topics that take priority;
- How best to explain the focus group to participants.

Think about:

- How you will use the information that you collect (to make changes, inspire new stories or products, solve problems or make decisions).

Examples of focus group goals:

- The goal of our focus group is to understand what solutions identified in our reporting are most accessible to agricultural workers in Montana and what barriers to taking action remain.
- The goal of our focus group is to gather feedback and ideas on how we could better distribute our solutions reporting on economic opportunities for the Latinx community to members of that community.
- The goal of our focus group is to gather post-reporting feedback on our solutions series focused on affordable housing in Santa Fe and the real-world actions taken by readers.
- The goal of our focus group is to help us decide how to advance our solutions reporting on democratic and civil rights in Mississippi by reviewing three different editorial plans.

**Insights from Detour Detroit’s impact focus group**

When Detour Detroit, an independent local journalism organization, ran a focus group to better understand the impact of a reporting series on social mobility, it found that:

- Solutions reporting provides people with something they can’t find elsewhere;
- Solutions journalism helps people feel connected to the community;
- People want a clear call to action;
- Solutions reporting gives deeper insights into problems
Recruiting for a solutions journalism focus group

You will also want a target number of participants, which brings us to recruitment. Opinions vary about the optimum size of focus groups where the objective will be an open discussion and a listening exercise. Between six and 10 people in a group should be straightforward to moderate and provide valuable insights. More than this could dilute the insights you get and be harder to manage. Groups of three to four people can work, but you will need to create an environment where participants don’t feel pressured to fill air time.

Participants shouldn’t know one another, but might share connections, such as where they live, the sector they work in or their values.

There are two important factors to consider when recruiting for a focus group. One is the practical side of distributing and promoting a call for participants. The other is ensuring the recruits are either representative of your audience and the communities with which you are trying to build connections or able to answer the questions posed by your research goal.

For example, if the goal of your research is to better understand the impact of your reporting on local initiatives aimed at increasing skills and employment, you might expect to see the following people participating in your focus group:

- Local employers
- A participant in one or more of the programs
- Job seekers
- School graduates or those entering the labor market

Think about the other demographic details that will give you the richest discussion and outcome from your focus group. Do you want participants:

☐ From a range of ages?
☐ To reflect a diversity of gender identities?
☐ To be representatives of a particular community, demographic group or geographical area?
☐ To be regular readers or viewers of your publication?
These factors may determine how you distribute the call to participate in your focus group(s). If you are looking to run a workshop with members of a particular community, where do they get their information? Where will they see a call to participate in a focus group? You need to be visible there.

For the sign-up page, consider using an embedded form (such as a Google Form) with a brief description of the focus group and what it’s for. For an impact focus group in 2022, Detour Detroit asked for the following fields in its sign-up form and kept it very simple:

- Email address
- Name
- ZIP code
- One sentence on why this opportunity interests you

Asking for someone’s ZIP code, for example, is an easy-to-answer question that provides several layers of geographic data, from a regional area in a specific state to a group of delivery addresses in that region. Other demographic information may be gleaned from the ZIP code, too, such as whether the respondent lives in a rural or urban area; public sources of socioeconomic data for a given location can also yield more insight.

When it comes to distributing the call for focus group participants, options may include:

1. An announcement embedded on your homepage or in articles online and in print;
2. An additional question at the end of an impact survey;
3. A social media campaign promoting a sign-up sheet and more information;
4. A promotion in your regular newsletters or dedicated mailing;
5. Flyers and posters distributed in certain areas or communities or to community groups;
6. Working with a third-party recruiter or a community organization (useful if you are not looking for regular readers or viewers).

Choose the combination that best meets the habits of your target participants in the focus group(s).

Aim to promote the sign-up sheet, form or contact details at least two weeks in advance of your preferred date (ideally further ahead) to give participants fair notice and allow you to gather enough people.
Preparing the group

1. Timing

Think about the needs and lives of your focus group participants: Do they have children? Are they shift workers? Considering these needs will influence your choice of proposed time and day for the focus group. Pick the option that is likely to boost attendance and minimize no-shows.

If you have enough flexibility, you might suggest a range of times and dates for your participants, but setting the date in advance may save time.

2. Briefing the participants ahead of time

Explain how the focus group will run, where it will take place, what it’s for and what’s expected of participants in advance, via an email, phone call or other contact with invitees. Give them a chance to ask operational questions in advance to save time during the session. Be clear about how the conversation may be used; for example, let them know if you are planning to use a quote as a testimonial or as part of an impact report.

3. Participation incentives

A hard incentive, such as a gift card for a local store, voucher, discounted subscription or cash, may encourage sign-ups to your focus group or be useful to reward participants for contributing their time. A caveat: You may need to do additional screening of participants if a hard reward is in place to ensure people aren’t signing up just to get a prize but have engaged with your reporting, newsroom brand or the issue at stake.

An alternative reward for participation could be involving the journalist or editor who worked on the story in the focus group for a Q&A. This can be a great draw for those interested in participating in a focus group, but it may also make participants wary of sharing honest and open feedback if the reporter of the story is there. If you’re worried that the journalist’s presence will limit people’s willingness to contribute or give feedback on reporting, ask the journalist to join after part of the session is complete.

4. Ask factual questions in advance

Whether through a recruitment form or as a follow-up, it’s best to collect answers to factual questions — name, age, location, occupation — in advance so you can get straight into discussions during the session.
Technical setup

An in-person focus group may work best if you are workshopping with members of a specific community — and host the group in a location convenient to this community, improving attendance and participation. In-person will also work best if your target group has limited or low access to technology or the internet.

In most situations, however, a focus group hosted online is likely to increase its accessibility, especially as it reduces travel time for participants. You might use a virtual meeting platform like Zoom, Microsoft Teams or Google Meet.

Most of these platforms will allow you to schedule email reminders for the focus group meeting and create calendar invites.

As the host, you should log in to the virtual meeting room early to welcome any participants who arrive ahead of time. At least one colleague should be on hand to support any audiovisual issues, take live notes, start closed captioning and monitor emails and chat discussions in case participants have technical issues. In addition, online focus groups can be recorded using your videoconference platform, which allows you to use a transcription tool like Otter.ai, Rev, Temi or Trint to generate a transcript. This can be useful when it comes to writing a report, as you can find relevant quotes and themes to highlight key findings from the session.

“I like that the stories are tied to real people with real drives, initiatives, passions […] — you know, interest in the city and in growing the community.”

— Participant in Detour Detroit’s solutions focus group
Length and schedule

Draw up an agenda in advance to help you keep the session on track. In general, online focus groups shouldn’t last longer than 90 minutes, while in-person focus groups can last up to two hours. Plan your schedule, with timings, in advance and be sure to capture all the key discussion questions you want answers to ahead of time. For a 90-minute focus group, aim to run three of the exercises suggested below, with 15 minutes allocated for the exercise and 10 minutes for additional discussion.

Here’s a draft schedule — the names of the exercises are explained below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time/activity</th>
<th>Time (Total)</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 mins.</td>
<td>10 mins.</td>
<td>Welcome, Intros &amp; House Rules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 15 mins.      | 25 mins.     | Rose, Thorn, Bud *(in breakout groups)*
|               |              | Gather the group’s opinions on things about the stories that were positive, negative or had potential. |
| 10 mins.      | 35 mins.     | Discussion *(whole group)* |
| 15 mins.      | 50 mins.     | Problem Tree Analysis *(in breakout groups)*
|               |              | Assess the group’s understanding of the causes and effects of the problems being addressed in reporting. |
| 10 mins.      | 60 mins.     | Discussion *(whole group)* |
| 15 mins.      | 75 mins.     | Crazy Eights *(in breakout groups)*
|               |              | See whether the solutions reporting stimulated creative ideas for other ways to address the challenges highlighted in the reporting. |
| 15 mins.      | 90 mins.     | Discussion & Wrap-up *(whole group)* |
Facilitating a discussion

Welcome and intros (7 minutes)

When all participants are present, start the focus group with a round of introductions, beginning with yourself and any newsroom colleagues. Call on participants to introduce themselves in turn, but keep it structured by suggesting the format for their answers; e.g., name, where they are from and why they signed up to attend or what they hope to get from this focus group. The host(s) should keep an eye on the clock at this stage and gently move the introductions around the group if one participant is dominating.

House rules (3 minutes)

Explain any house rules for the discussion. Anticipate what the conversation may cover and any sensitive issues or likely talking points and use these to inform your discussion guidelines.

Rules for the focus group may include:

- The focus group will be recorded or live transcribed.
- Allow others to contribute if you have had the floor.
- This is a space for civil, constructive discussion. If disagreements arise, keep them polite and centered on the topic of the focus group.
- If the moderator of the discussion feels it’s going off-topic or the group needs to move on to another exercise, please respect that decision.
- If your connection drops, just reconnect and we will let you back in. If you are experiencing technical difficulties, let us know via chat or email.
- If discussion rules are broken, the moderator may mute you or ask you to leave the focus group.

With a good recruiting process and well-briefed participants, it’s unlikely you will need to invoke this final rule.

For online focus groups, you may wish to explain whether you are using the chat function of the meeting platform. Additional house rules may include:

- Mute your microphone when not speaking.
- Videos on.
Exercises to encourage discussion

The following exercises can be used to encourage structured discussion and require 25-30 minutes each (15 minutes per exercise plus 10 minutes for group discussion):

**Rose, Thorn, Bud:** To gather the group’s opinions on things about the stories that were positive, negative or had potential

**Abstraction Laddering/5 Whys Analysis:** To assess the group’s ability to define the root problems being addressed in reporting

**Problem Tree Analysis:** To assess the group’s understanding of the causes and effects of the problems being addressed in reporting

**Crazy Eights:** To see whether the solutions reporting stimulated creative ideas for other ways to address the challenges highlighted in the reporting

For running these exercises online, use a whiteboard tool like Miro that you set up ahead of the focus group with the exercises. It’s up to you whether you give the participants access to the Miro and ask them to complete the exercises in breakout groups, or whether the facilitator shares their screen to show participants how the discussion is being captured. Templates for the above exercises are available on Miro [here](#). If you’re running an in-person workshop, you can prepare a physical whiteboard using the templates as a guide.
Ideas for discussion questions post-exercise

As well as summarizing the conversations happening during the exercise and using issues raised as starting points for further discussion, you can help structure the discussion after each exercise with the following questions:

• Have you read other stories and reports on the issues highlighted in Our Title’s stories?

• Does the way Our Title covers these stories seem different from other reporting you’ve read on these issues — i.e., do people notice when they are reading solutions reporting?

• How did reading about [name topics] make you feel?

• Did the stories resonate with your personal experience? Why or why not?

• If you were to tell a friend about the stories you read, what would you say?

• Have you shared the information from these stories with friends and family?

• What was the thing you liked/disliked most about the stories you read?

• How did reading the Our Title stories change how you think about the problems of [X, Y and Z] in [location]?

You’ll want to keep questions open-ended to encourage participation and interaction. You can use more direct questions if the conversation is going off-topic.

Don’t ask leading questions or hint at certain information you’re hoping to glean.

Keeping to time and endings (15 minutes)

Keep a clock or timer running somewhere off-screen and ask a colleague to keep tabs on your running order and timings. Allow 15 minutes for a summary of the focus group, closing statements from participants and a chance to highlight any forthcoming reporting, projects or events, as well as the next steps.

Let participants know how they can keep in touch with the newsroom and say thank you.

If you are running an in-person group, participants may wish to discuss specific newsroom or reporting issues with you, so make sure you’ve allowed time for one-on-one feedback.
How to analyze the results

Make sure to have an initial debriefing with any colleagues present at the focus group(s) to collect general impressions and feedback while they are fresh in your mind.

Focus groups can provide a lot of unwieldy data. Overall, you should be analyzing the data generated with your impact goals at the forefront of your mind.

If you have recorded audio or video of your focus group, you may wish to transcribe it to add to your live notes. Creating a searchable transcript or notes document can be valuable for analysis. Transcription tools may be useful if you want to transcribe entire sessions.

One approach is to start your analysis by identifying the major themes emerging from the focus group discussion. You may wish to color-code different sections from your transcript or notes according to these themes or create a spreadsheet where you can copy and paste quotes by theme.

Another approach involves looking at the responses to each question or exercise and grouping or labeling the answers to see where trends or themes emerge. What does each group of answers tell you?

For both approaches, ask:

1. How does the information help me meet the objectives of this research?
2. What theories or ideas can I develop from this data?
3. What quotes best summarize these ideas or themes?
4. What responses are outliers, and which support trends?
5. What does this data mean for future solutions journalism work?
6. What have we discovered, and what is still unanswered?
7. Did the focus group confirm or challenge any assumptions?

You should read the data and analyze it with demographic information in mind, too. For example, are there any patterns between answers from respondents of a certain age, gender identity or location? Review the results of the focus group with a colleague to see what they pick up and how it differs from your analysis or interpretation.
**Use existing data**

If your focus group develops on themes that have emerged from previous audience research, you may wish to use this earlier data to provide a baseline against which to measure the focus group’s responses. For example, does what your focus group is saying support or challenge the views or suggestions from a post-reporting impact survey?

If you are trying to gather feedback on views and opinions of a topic in your focus group, there may be publicly available data you can use as a baseline or interesting comparison point.

**Post-group communication**

Send a thank-you note to participants along with a reminder of other ways they can engage with your newsroom or whatever relevant stories are still to come. You may wish to share some highlights from your findings or ideas that you plan to pursue thanks to the focus group.

**Sharing analysis internally**

Create a presentation of the results of your analysis, including the themes that emerged in the focus group and a set of lessons, potential experiments or changes that your findings support. Share this with your wider team or newsroom and save it for future reference.

You don’t need to follow the order of the focus group’s schedule in your presentation; just start with an executive summary and include the most interesting findings. Be careful not to generalize what an individual said in a focus group to cover an entire community.
What next?

Use the findings of your focus group(s) to inform your next wave of solutions journalism reporting or product development.

Devise additional community-focused research to extend insights into the most interesting ideas raised in your focus groups. This might include using surveys to generate broader data, polling on certain issues in collaboration with community groups or in-depth interviews with community representatives.

Use the data from your focus groups in presentations and funding proposals, as well as reports to audiences and annual or impact reports. You may wish to share some highlights with community leaders if they are relevant to their work or change initiatives.

Ohio publisher SourceMedia, for example, features quotes and follow-up surveys from its listening events in its annual impact report. The same format could be used to feature focus group findings and highlight what has happened since the sessions.
The American Journalism Project has summarized themes from its audience research, including focus groups, in its annual Impact Report.

The Real News Network includes quotes from viewers of its Police Accountability Report in its annual Impact Report. With the permission of focus group attendees, a similar use of quotes could be included in your annual reporting.

In the section of its annual Impact Report called “Bringing People Together,” The Beacon, a nonprofit regional news network serving Kansas and Missouri, highlights the importance of its listening groups:

The Real News Network Police Accountability Report includes quotes from its viewers. The Beacon includes quotes from its listeners.

---

Impact Focus Groups
Useful resources

**Focus group report template** — Demand Metric

**Advice on note-taking methods** — Hugo

**Note-taking tips for focus groups** — Learning for Action

**Best practices for interviews and focus groups** — Membership Puzzle Project

**Helpful hints for conducting a focus group** — Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, Central Connecticut State University